Introduction
All graphs in this paper are finite, undirected, and simple. Let G be a nontrivial connected graph. We define a coloring c : E(G) → {1, 2, . . . , k}, of the edges of G, such that the adjacent edges can be colored the same. A u-v path P in G is a rainbow path if every edge of P receives different color. The graph G is rainbow-connected (with respect to c) if G contains a rainbow u-v path for every two vertices u, v in G. In this case, the coloring c is called a rainbow coloring of G. If k colors are used, then c is a rainbow k-coloring. The minimum k such that G has a rainbow k-coloring is the rainbow connection number rc(G) of G. The rainbow coloring of G using rc(G) colors is called the minimum rainbow coloring of G.
Let c be a rainbow coloring of a connected graph G. Given two arbitrary vertices u, v in G, a rainbow u-v geodesic in G is a rainbow u-v path of length d (u, v) , where d (u, v) is the distance between u and v (the length of the shortest u-v path in G). The graph G is strongly rainbow-connected if G contains a rainbow u-v geodesic for every two vertices u and v of G. In this case, the coloring c is called a strong rainbow coloring of G. The minimum k such that G is strongly rainbow-connected is the strong rainbow connection number src(G) of G. A strong rainbow coloring of G using src(G) colors is called the minimum strong rainbow coloring of G. Thus, rc(G) ≤ src(G) for every connected graph G.
Since every coloring that assigns distinct colors to the edges of a connected graph is both a rainbow coloring and a strong rainbow coloring, every connected graph is rainbow-connected and strongly rainbow-connected with respect to some coloring of the edges of G. Thus the rainbow connection numbers rc(G) and src(G) are defined for every connected graph G. Furthermore, if G is a nontrivial connected graph of size m whose diameter (the largest distance between two vertices of
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Preliminary Notes
In the following propositions Chartrand et al [1] determined some connected graphs G whose rc(G) and src(G) attained 1, 2, or m. 
Main Results
The aim of this paper is to find the rainbow connection number and the strong rainbow connection number of fan F n on n ≥ 2 vertices.
Theorem 3.1 For integers n, m ≥ 2, the rainbow connection number of the fan F n is
Proof.
Consider fan F n = P n + {x} where P n := v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n is a path on n vertices, and x is adjacent to v i for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let e j = v j v j+1 be the edge of P n for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
For n = 2, it is clear that rc(F 2 ) = 1 (since F 2 ∼ = K 3 ). Next, for 3 ≤ n ≤ 6, since F n is not complete graph then rc(F n ) ≥ 2. To show that rc(F n ) ≤ 2, we define 2-coloring c : E(F n ) −→ {1, 2} with c(v j v j+1 ) = 1 if j is odd, c(v j v j+1 ) = 2 if j is even where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, and c(xv i ) = i/3 for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For the illustration of this coloring, see Fig 1. So, c is a rainbow coloring. Therefore, rc(F n ) ≤ 2.
Finally, for n ≥ 7 Since the 3-coloring c : E(F n ) −→ {1, 2, 3} defined by c(xv i ) = 1 if i is odd, c(xv i ) = 2 if i is even, and c(v j v j+1 ) = 3 for each j = 1, . . . , n − 1. So, c is a rainbow coloring. Therefore, rc(F n ) ≤ 3. It remain to shows that the lower bound of rc(F n ) ≥ 3. Since F n is not complete then rc(F n ) ≥ 2. Now, assume to the contrary, rc(F n ) = 2. Let c * be a rainbow 2-coloring of F n . Without loss of generality, assume that c * (xv 1 ) = 1. For each i with 4 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, v 1 , x, v i is the only v 1 − v i path of length 2 in F n and so c * (xv i ) = 2 for 4 ≤ i ≤ n−2. Since c(xv 4 ) = 2, it follows that c(xv n ) = 1. This forces c(xv 3 ) = 2, which in turn forces c(xv n−1 ) = 1. Similarly, c(xv n−1 ) = 1 forces c(xv 2 ) = 2. Since c(xv 2 ) = 2 and c(xv 5 ) = 2, there is no rainbow v 2 − v 5 path in F n , which is a contradiction. Therefore, rc(F n ) = 3 for n ≥ 7. Theorem 3.2 For integers n ≥ 2, the strong rainbow connection number of the fan F n is
Proof. By Proposition 2.1(a) and (b), for 2 ≤ n ≤ 6 we obtained src( 
This implies that src(F
Next, We show that src(F n ) ≥ k. Recall that F n consists of an n-path P n := v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n and x adjacent to v i for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then there is an integer k such that 3k − 2 ≤ n ≤ 3k. To show that src(F n ) ≥ k, we assume to contrary that src (F n 
, then there exists S ⊂ V (P n ) such that |S| = 4 and all edges in {uv : u ∈ S} are colored the same. Thus there are at least two vertices, namely u 1 and u 2 , such that d Pn (u 1 , u 2 ) ≥ 3 and d Fn (u 1 , u 2 ) = 2. Since u 1 , x, u 2 is the only u 1 − u 2 geodesic in F n , it follows that there is no rainbow u 1 − u 2 geodesic path in F n , which is a contradiction. Thus, src(F n ) ≥ k.
Therefore, src(F n ) = k = n/3 for n ≥ 7.
Next, a sun graph S n is defined as the graph obtained from a cycle C n := v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n by adding n vertices v n+i and n pendant edges e n+i = v i v n+i for
